
Infrastructure





From the One Room 
Schoolhouse to the 
Mega-District

• One teacher, one school 
to a complex structure to 
educate, induct, certify 
and place teachers

• Opportunities for 
inclusion or exclusion

• Meeting the environment 
and needs of the 
students

• Where next?
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Opportunity 
Disguised as 
a Problem

It is easier to demolish than to build; what will replace what has been torn down?

Becoming the mentor you had (or the one you wished you’d had)

What will be our broader impacts? (on the discipline, on the knowledge, on the students, as 
our field touches the larger society)—broadening participation, ethics, societal impact (a 
“just” discipline)

The larger scientific enterprise ( being standard setters and standard bearers for STEM); 
creating the next generation

Who is here and who is not ( my responsibility to those who are here and to those who are 
not here)

Understanding how structural racism and sexism have affected the community (and continue 
to do so)

What are we studying and what are we not? (the research agendas)— funding research and 
researchers that are looking at impacts on different populations

“If we don’t’ know where we are going any road will get us there”

Why do we write? (having something to say that is worth saying and worth being heard)



Assets, 
Agency and 
Authenticity

Knowledgeable, committed and intentional people--YOU

Networks of culturally attuned and politically savvy STEM communities

Structures that support communities of inclusion (brick and mortar and virtual)

Technology that supports inclusion; finding and using cutting edge tools as appropriate 

Understanding our audiences (listening) and telling our story

Understanding how  larger socio-political forces affect our work

Knowledge for “the good” that can positively impact communities



Shirley’s Law
If you don’t tell your own story, someone else will tell it 
for you…… and you probably won’t like it!


